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SOUTH INDIA
HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS
ASSOCIATION

S

outh India Hotels and Restaurants Association (SIHRA) was incorporated in 1951 with
an objective to encourage, promote and
protect the interests of member establishments. It has been rendering professional advice
and assistance from time-to-time to all its members,
on topics of vital importance.
SIHRA, now more than six decades old, is a pre-eminent trade association for the hospitality industry in
Southern India, comprising the states of Telangana,
Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, and
the Union Territory of Puducherry.
It has over 1,200 hotel and restaurant members
from the smallest stand-alone restaurants to the
largest fve-star deluxe hotels. SIHRA constitutes the
southern region of the country’s apex hospitality
trade association, Federation of Hotel & Restaurant
Associations of India (FHRAI), which presently has a
pan-India membership of around 4000.
It takes up the causes of its members with various
state governments as well as with other bodies, and
acts as the offcial spokesperson of the hospitality
industry in South India. It also acts as an advisory
body to the state governments in South India towards formulating their respective tourism policies.
The association regularly conducts professional development programmes and workshops to enhance
the existing professional knowledge and productivity skills of the staff to enable them to keep pace
with rapid developments in the hospitality industry.

For More Information Contact:
SOUTH INDIA HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS ASSOCIATION
Office No.3., 6th Floor, Seethakathi Business Centre,
Anna Salai, Chennai-600 006.
Tel : 91-44- 28297511,91-44-28297512
Email : admin@sihra.in
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PRESIDENT’S

Message

K. Syama Raju
President
SIHRA
Dear fellow members,

T

he new government has been sworn
in and portfolios have been allotted.
Mr. Prahlad Singh Patel has taken
over as Minister of Culture and Tourism.
After taking over, the Minister is reported
to have said that the Ministry will work to
fulfill the Prime Minister’s vision of New
India” by simultaneously investing in
strengthening our cultural roots and promoting the Tourism Sector. He also added
that the works in progress will be taken
forward at a much faster pace and in a
time bound manner. On behalf of SIHRA,
I congratulate him and extend our best
wishes to him.

hotels attended it. TNCF made a presentation and shared a checklist of actions
to be taken in the event of a terrorist
attack. The meeting was well received by
all who attended it.

The terrorist attack on the hotels in Sri
Lanka in April this year highlighted the
need for stringent processes to be set in
place to ensure security for hotels and
safety of guests . We must continue to
remain alert and ensure all security procedures are followed to the letter

Conservation of water and
using it judiciously is the
need of the hour. ‘Reduce,
reuse, recycle’ is the mantra to follow and we must
be responsible citizens and
ensure adherence to it.

In Chennai, the Director General of Police
–Operations, Mr.Ashish Bhengra and the
Tamil Nadu Commando Force (TNCF)
, which is the strike force for counter
terrorism in the State, pro-actively called
for a meeting of the Heads of Security of
various hotels in the city, for a discussion
and briefing.
This meeting was co-ordinated through
SIHRA and representatives of the selected
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The scarcity of water in our cities has become a crisis during the summer months.
Conservation of water and using it judiciously is the need of the hour. ‘Reduce,
reuse, recycle’ is the mantra to follow
and we must be responsible citizens and
ensure adherence to it.

Kind Regards,
K.Syama Raju
President
SIHRA
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increase in tourists both domestic and
foreign which has not been supported
with equal number of rooms is a latent
source of opportunity for growth.

The hotel industry in India thrives largely
due to the growth in tourism and travel.
Due to the increase in tourism with
rising foreign and domestic tourists,
hotel sector is bound to grow. There
is an emergence of budget hotels in
India to cater to much of the population
who seeks affordable stay. International
companies are also increasingly looking
at setting up such hotels. Imbalance in

Given the crucial role of this industry in
the country’s economy, the expectations
from the government should definitely
be high. With a new government having
come to power at the centre, the hotel
industry like any other industry must
definitely be hopeful of the changes the
Government would bring forth. SIHRA
News obtained the feedback from a few
industry leaders in this respect.
è

t is expected that the hotel industry
in India is expected to fall short of
meeting the long term demands of
an economy growing at about 7%
p.a. Regarding the supply from foreign
nations, around 40 international brands
are said to enter the country in the next
five years (as per Cygnus estimates).
Factors like urbanisation, rising income
levels and improved investment climate
have opened a huge opportunity for the
industry, which has observed a tremendous development in the past few years.

Competition in the industry which is
intense in metros is slowly picking up in
tier-2 and tier-3 cities. Competition has
picked up due to the entry of foreign
hotel chains. Also, there is an increasing
competition from the startups/online
industry due to the increasing penetration of the internet.

May-June 2019
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government needs to bring in ease of business in
“ The
restaurant industry.

T
Jose Pradeep

Secretary, Kerala Travel Mart &
Managing Partner
Yuvarani Residency Kochi

“

ourism contributes around
ten per cent to the GDP
annually, and this has a
direct impact on the hotel
industry. The government should
increase its focus on tourism.
Tourism projects in destinations
that have the carrying capacity to
absorb tourists in large numbers
need to be speeded up.

There is a need to review and
standardize the policies in the
hotel industry. For instance,
food safety laws differ from
state to state. Also imparting
periodic training to food
safety department personnel
is a must. Chefs should be
made part of the committees
related to food safety.

The government needs to bring
in ease of business in restaurant
industry by formulating more
industry friendly norms and
policies and streamlining the
licence issuance procedure
without people having to run
from pillar to post.

We need to make our
restaurants across India a
safer place to eat. People
eat in lakhs of restaurants,
many of which have poor or
no hygiene and sanitation
facilities. Swach Bharat needs
to get into restaurants also.

The government has to make the credit route
hassle free and industry friendly.

F
Sudheish Kumar

South Kerala Hoteliers Forum

or the vibrancy of hotel
industry, I feel that
primarily there has to be
considerable relaxation in
the legalities involved in setting
up a venture. Most of them
are found very rigid and really
archaic. This has to necessarily
change. Easier accessibility to
cheaper credit is a crucial factor.
The government has to make
the credit route hassle free and
industry friendly. Hotel industry
is one which requires a host of
raw materials, most of them on a
day to day basis. The government
would do well working out an
institutionalized system to make
available quality raw materials at
competitive rates to hotels.
One of the most important
aspects in today’s hotel
industry is getting to know
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the new trends, methods
and techniques through
training. Application of an
efficient training process
has an important impact
in increasing employee
performance. Hence staff
training is a vital aspect in
the industry, which uses a
diverse workforce. Hence skill
development of employees
and also their availability are
crucial factors, which should
receive a better focus from
the government as well.
Also, tourism industry which
requires continuous influx of
funds may be permitted to
source cheaper credit through
their foreign guests, of
course, subject to all statutory
compliances and under legal
scrutiny.

expect the government will continue its pro-business
“ We
reformist policies along with simplification of the tax system.

F

ICCI in a recent article, expects that the food service
industry in India, will grow
at a pace of 10.8% and
cross the US$161 billion mark by
2020.
In 2017, the Casual dining segment was the industry’s most
lucrative, with total revenues of
INR 581,000 crores, equivalent to
55% of the industry’s overall value. The quick service restaurant
and fast food segment contributed revenues of INR 215,000 crore
in 2017, accounting for 20% of
the industry’s aggregate value.
The alcoholic beverage segment
has also contributed significantly
to jobs and revenues in the food
services industry.
F & B industry has got strongly
positioned as one of the key
contributors to the Indian economy, and any measures taken for
boosting its vibrancy would be a
boost to the economy.
We expect the government
will continue its pro-business
reformist policies along with
simplification of the tax system.
The Government would do well
reducing transactional costs and
dealing with government agencies. They should facilitate ease
of business by bringing in norms
and policies which favour the f&b
industry, like

The process of obtaining the
requisite licences like a health
licence, food safety licence,
police licence, no objection
certificate (NOC) from the
fire department and the state
pollution control board involves a significant amount of
paperwork and requires to be
streamlined.
Some other issues which need
to be addressed include reinstating input credit on rentals,
softer and more encouraging
terms on loans and manpower-related issues like shortage
of high-quality staff and high
attrition.
From the angle of food safety,
it is suggested that there has
to be a standardized system
for rating of hygiene for all
processes right from procurement of raw materials
to serving of food, premises
maintenance, Hygene etc.
Very stringent norms need to
be laid down for this, which
require to be enforced and
monitored.

Suresh M Pillai

Vice President : SIHRA

This sector has a huge potential in India due to increasing
urbanization & income levels
and will certainly help in the
Governments roadmap to
make India a $ 5 trillion economy by 2030.
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“

Government could think of tax free import of
electric cars for hotel industry.

U

nion government has
been very supportive
and encouraging to
hotel industry which is
a key driver of India’s economic
growth. I personally feel that
this industry has the potential to
contribute still better to India’s
economy.

Erine Louis

General Manager
The Residency Towers Chennai

“

One important area is the GST.
The GST rates on accommodation
and food are to be bought down.
14% to 28% are very high and
need to be lowered to reduce
the financial outgo of customers.
Government could think of tax
free import of electric cars for
hotel industry, which would be
a great support to the industry
on account of the cost reduction.
Another aspect I would like to
mention is that we need green

In the interest of the hotel restaurants, it would be
encouraging if GST on food could be reviewed.

F

&B sector has become
quite significant in Indian
hospitality industry. There
are a few areas which, I feel,
need to be addressed by the
central government.
In the interest of the hotel restaurants, it would be encouraging if
GST on food could be reviewed.
This will help pass on the benefit to the guests and impact the
overall growth of the industry in a
positive way.

Bhojraj Sharma

F&B Manager
Double Tree Suites by Hilton
Bangalore

16

certified hotels where operator
and guests enjoy rebate on government taxes. This would indeed
be a great incentive for the
industry. With the proliferation of
the industry, thanks to a host of
factors, hotel professionals are in
huge demand but there is dearth
for quality hands. This is an area
where we need to concentrate
more. I feel we should have more
of professional training institutes
also for the industry personnel.
Another very important aspect
which I would like to highlight is
that the great initiative of Swachh
Bharat has to be taken more seriously, giving it increased focus
in hotel industry. Special care
needs to be taken for improving
cleanliness and hygiene at tourist
destinations.
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Getting licenses in place, specifically to open a new restaurant is
by far the most tedious process.
A uniform policy that includes
online registration or Single Window Process would be ideal to

avoid tiresome paperwork.
We also urge the government
that institutions offering Hospitality courses should focus on
generating skilled manpower, especially for the F&B sector. These
students will be responsible for
the competent and profitable
operation of their establishments
which in turn will promote the
tourism industry.
Additionally, if liquor license fee
could be re-assessed and the
lead time to procure imported liquor is reduced, we could
expect a boom in the market,
making the Food and Beverage
industry one of the top contributors to the country’s economy.

May-June 2019
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Online Marketing Poised to Propel

Hospitality Industry
N.Vijayagopalan
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E

ffective hotel marketing means
potential guests as well as prospective customers will not only miss
your brand but will be influenced
by it, whatever manner they resort
to plan and book their trip, because
optimising the success of your hotel business
and attracting as many travellers as possible is
your goal. Hotel marketing presupposes a host
of skills and strategies. In today’s technology
driven era, the scope and opportunities for
marketing are abundant in hotel industry.
There are so many things to be considered in

developing an online marketing plan for your
hotel. Your brand message, your key market
segments, your USPs, availability of offline
channels and their utility, prioritization of
online channels, optimizing the tools selected, tracking and measuring results to make
corrections and adjustments are some of the
aspects which will have a prominent place in
the hotel marketing plan.
In hotel business it is very important to know
what voice to speak with, or who you want to
hear it. The rest of your hotel marketing strategies is directly related to the above. In this

May-June 2019
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Habitual travellers
look for simplicity
and convenience by
travelling to the same
destinations repeatedly.
They place more stock
in relaxation than
activities and are
commonly in the 3564 age bracket. Mostly
male, they tend to be
lower income travellers.

regard, the brand message a hotel
tries to pass will have a great impact
on the kind of guests it attracts. For
example, a hotel which wants to be
trendy and highly tech savvy would
do well focusing the marketing
on young travellers and couples.
Knowing the target market is very
important for crafting the marketing
strategy and making it tailor made in
the messages to prospective clients.

They tend to fall in the 25-49 age
group.

Hotel guests include various categories of travelers. They could be
luxury travelers, or budget travelers,
or social travelers, or value seekers,
or independent travelers, or habitual
travelers or researchers.

Independent travellers like to have
a lot of control over their trip and
thus love to travel solo looking for
adventure and cultural experience
over any particular climate. They’re
usually low or high earners who are
relatively young and quite likely to
share reviews and engage with social
media.

Luxury Travellers are focused on enjoyment and willing to spend more
to obtain it. They seek cities that are
hot and coastal and tend to look
closely at online reviews.
Budget travelers have set out to travel and board hotels with pre-fixed
plans to limit the expenditures within
certain levels of affordability.
Social travelers focus on sharing
and engaging with others, usually
travelling in friend or family groups.
Their groups often include children
so they appreciate babysitting and
child services. While they have high
to medium income they put a lot of
faith in word of mouth and recommendations from other travellers.

20
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Value seekers want to get the best
out of their trip. Often travelling with
young children, they have a medium income and largely fall between
the ages of 25-34. They rely heavily
on reviews to help them find what
they need, preferably a trip near the
beach, and usually research on a
smart phone.

Habitual travellers look for simplicity
and convenience by travelling to the
same destinations repeatedly. They
place more stock in relaxation than
activities and are commonly in the
35-64 age bracket. Mostly male, they
tend to be lower income travellers.
Researchers maintain a very particular approach to booking their
trips. They want to make sure their
experience is as good as it possibly
could be. They not only thoroughly research their destination and
accommodation but also restaurants
and activities. Given this, a lot of it is

done on laptop devices.
The type of hotel, brand power,
target segments, budget, boutique,
luxury, cuisine, independent, or a
chain – all these will make a huge
difference in the marketing plan
and that underlines the significance
of the initial research and analysis
required by the hotel.
Digital marketing has now become
the in-thing in hotel marketing
with people now managing their
interactions almost exclusively via
smartphones, social media channels, and email. Most people enjoy
developing habits and the comfort
of researching and booking travel on
their mobile is appealing. Even those
who have been slower on the uptake
are more or less being forced in the
same direction. Reports say that the
online bookings make up almost
60% of all bookings and half of those
who do book digitally do so from
a mobile advice. These numbers indicate the high risk a hotel runs in not
employing a digital marketing strategy to attract and convert guests.
The availability of many platforms

within digital media has opened up
new vistas in connecting with a lot
more customers and tremendously
increased the scope for becoming
increasingly creative in using them.
It might be the only way to reach a
vast number of customers within no
time.
Hotel marketing is now predominantly done online, given consumers
no longer have to rely on offline
advertisements like billboards,
posters or television and radio
advertisements. In digital marketing,
everything you communicate must
be personalised and made tailor
made for the target segment to te
maximum possible extent. Personalisation is something guests thrive on
and in today’s market; not providing
it spells danger to your reviews and
repeat business.
With social media becoming so
important in the everyday lives of
consumers there is no doubt that it
presents a significant opportunity
for hotels to capture the attention of
potential guests. Scrolling through
social media feeds has become part
of the everyday for most people

now, no matter where they are or
what they’re doing. Not all content
will engage them but travel-related
content likely will because it activates your guest’s imagination. Used
creatively, travel content on social
media can have a transportive effect
on viewers, inspiring them to go on
their own journey.
Social media also offers your hotel
business a range of options when
distributing your content, meaning
strategy and targeting uses become
extremely valuable. Let’s take a look
at some key social media trends and
see what your hotel can learn from
them.
Marketing your hotel on Facebook
makes great sense. Engaging with
travellers on Facebook has never been easier or more valuable.
Statistical figures state that 52% of
social media users said their friends’
photos inspired travel plans, 76%
post their vacation photos to social
media, 55% liked pages relating to
the trip they were planning, 69% of
ads use images while 18% of ads
use video and so on. What do these
numbers convey?
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But before you can influence travellers on Facebook, it is necessary to
grow your following by strategies
like increasing the brand visibility
through resorting to paid media
advertising.
To get more likes on Facebook
through organic traffic, inviting
contacts and friends, adding links
to Facebook on your website and
emails, putting up signs, offering
incentives, hosting contests, posting
good quality content consistently,
cross promoting your page on other
social networks, filling your profile
page with searchable information,
sending thank you messages, and
engaging on posts that mention
your business are some worth trying
strategies. After this, paid Facebook
advertising can be experimented
on by starting with a small budget.
Once you have established a credible
Facebook page and following, you
can start using advertising tactics
to get more bookings through the
platform. There are several ways for
doing this.
Encouraging the posting of reviews
by customers is a strategy being increasingly used now by hotels. Good
reviews are like recommendations.
Since a friend’s recommendation is
more powerful and less expensive
than any ad, even giving a single

traveler the best possible experience
could result in thousands of rupees
more revenue if they’re impressed
enough to share your hotel around
their social circles. It is always very
important remember to interact
with and reward loyal followers.
All feedback, whether is positive or
positive, needs to be responded to.
Comments and messages need to be
replied in a polite tone.
Instagram is another very effective
social media marketing platform
available to hotel owners in today’s
social and digital environment. Instagram now has more than one billion
users. It offers a simple, clean feed,
it’s completely mobile, and it makes
everything look great. And the
good news for hoteliers is that it’s
particularly popular with travellers
and holidaymakers. Marriott Hotels’
Instagram account has 287,000 followers while Hilton Hotels & Resorts
has 226,000 followers, and IHG’s
InterContinental brand has 146,000
followers.
Recently there’s been a rollout of
advertising for brands on Instagram.
Many pages already have the action
buttons to ‘Call’, ‘Email’ and ‘Get
Directions’. Now select businesses
will be able to include ‘Book’, ‘Get
Tickets’, ‘Reserve’, or ‘Start Order’. As
for direct messaging, businesses can

now see important new customer
messages in their main inbox, instead of in the pending folder. They
can also mark messages with a star
and filter conversations to make it
easier to follow up with enquiries.
Instagram offers ample scope for
effective marketing. You can highlight your hotel’s facilities by sharing
content that will boost your property’s urban image, you can give your
staff selfie missions to give followers
a glimpse of your hard working staff,
you can go beyond your hotel by
promoting your destination by sharing content of your local neighbourhood, scenery and attractions to give
followers a sense of place beyond
the hotel, you can use hashtags to
make your content searchable. Instagram is about sharing your individual personality and values. Staying
true and genuine to your property
is vital for gaining and maintaining
followers.
Hotel video marketing has also
become an increasingly popular medium with hotel guests. It’s engaging, easy to digest, and easy to share
with others. For hotel marketers, it
should be looked at as a first priority
when creating strategies to attract
bookings. A quick look at YouTube
and the one billion people watching
more than six billion hours of video
each month will tell you how popular
videos are. The likelihood of your
site appearing on the first page of
Google search results increases by
53 times by adding a video to your
website. 74% of all internet traffic
in 2017 was video. In two years, the
number is expected to rise to 80%.
It is highly imperative that you
should give utmost care to your
online reputation. Hotel reputation
management (online) is basically the
process of monitoring, influencing
and controlling how the day to day
business is perceived all over the
World Wide Web. Hotel reputation
management focuses on online review control via diverse review sites,
social media platforms & search
engines. While every business (old
or new) is affected by the impact of
reputation management, the hospitality industry is the most vulnerable.
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INTERVIEW

R.Srinivasn

Managing Director
Radha Group of Hotels
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The Hospitality industry
is expected to rebound
Siji Nair
R. Srinivasan, Managing Director, Radha Group
of Hotels, Chennai and Bengaluru talks about
the current trends in hospitality sector and how
the industry is poised to face the challenges
ahead.
Radha group of Hotels owns a 91 bedroom
three star hotel in Chennai by name Radha
Regent (part of Sarovar Hotels) opened in 1997,
a 102 bedroom three star hotel in Whitefield,
Bengaluru by name Radha Hometel (part of
Sarovar Hotels) opened in 2006, a 104 bedroom
four star hotel in Electronics City, Bengaluru, by
name Radha Regent opened in 2009, a 186 bedroom five star hotel in Chennai by name Feathers – A Radha Hotel opened in August 2016 by
name Feathers.

Do you buy the general perception that
hospitality is one of the most happening sectors in India, and if so for what
reasons?
Indian Hotels Company Ltd., has tied up
with Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund GIC
to invest Rs 4,000 crore to acquire hotels in
May 2019. The fund has been formed to
acquire distressed hotel assets that go into
National Company Law Tribunal and are
being sold at a value that is compelling.
Brookfield, a Canadian asset management
company has acquired Leela hotels located
in Delhi, Bangalore, Udaipur and Chennai for
Rs 3950 crores from JM Financial Asset Reconstruction Company. JMFARC ended up
owning the hotels after the lenders offloaded the assets for non payment of dues.
Many investors who have invested in the
hotel industry in the last 10 years have been
left with low occupancies and large loans to
repay at high rates of interest.

So, hospitality sector is a happening place
for the wrong reasons. This is due to the
large supply of hotel rooms in the past
decade and slow absorption due to slow
growth in demand.
The industry is expected to rebound in the
coming years due to a slower construction
pipeline.
What current trends in the hospitality
sector would you like to highlight as a
seasoned Executive of this industry?
International Hotel Chains have launched
brands that are functional, colourful, trendy,
different from traditional hotels, and appeal to millennials. Marriott’s Moxy, Aloft,
Hyatt’s Centric, Hilton’s Canopy, Tru, and
Radisson Red are some of the hotels in this
segment. They offer free high-speed WiFi,
co-working space, libraries and open concept lounges to encourage socializing. In
the Food and Beverage sector, the trend has
been to present local flavours made from
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locally sourced ingredients. They offer craft
beer, artisanal breakfast and wine tastings
too.
What are your views on the demand
supply position in the hospitality sector
in your State?
Tamil Nadu used to be ranked among the
top four states in attracting investments in
the country along with Maharashtra, Gujarat
and Karnataka. Over the years, the state has
slipped in terms of Ease of Doing Business
rank and industrialization due to political
instability. This has taken a toll on the
hospitality industry as a whole. Supply has
grown and demand has not taken off. The
hotel construction pipeline has also slowed
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over the years due to low occupancy and
Average Room Revenue.
What are the USPs of your hotel?
Feathers is the closest fiver star hotel to
the Chennai Trade Center and DLF IT Park.
The hotel has state of the art large banquet
hall which can accommodate 900 people in
theater style. It has all the modern amenities of a five star hotel including a well
equipped GYM, Spa and a swimming pool.
The hotel also has a speciality restaurant
serving pan Asian food and has a roof top
bar in the Terrace. We have an excellent
team of associates who take ownership of
the hotel which translates to quality service.

What strategies do you adopt for maintaining adequate occupancy during low
periods?
With a lot of Government holidays in the
country and the state, low occupancy periods are many. We have two airline crews
staying in the hotel and several companies
have chosen our hotel to accommodate
their long stay guests. The yield may be
lower; however it keeps the hotel occupied
during holidays and weekends.
What are your views on the competition
prevalent in the industry? And what special strategies do you follow to cope up
with market competition?
With online search engines and google
maps, business is mostly driven by locational advantage. If a hotel has a good
product, right price and good service, the
hotel will be profitable. Online portals do
help in generating business. However they
are expensive channels of distribution as the
commission paid is high. Service by our
associates, cleanliness, and facilities keep us
ahead of the competition. When demand is
limited, competition does drive the rates to
unhealthy levels. This is one of the reasons
why building a new hotel is not feasible at
all in many parts of the country.

What challenges do you foresee for the
hospitality sector?
The challenges are many, which will dissuade everyone but a seasoned hotelier
from promoting a new hotel. Land, building permits, licenses, high cost of capital,
low repayment period, unstable rules and
regulations (like the recent ban on liquor on
hotels on the highway) and lack of quality
man power to operate the hotel are worth
mentioning.
Hotels in India, by tradition pamper their
guests and do so at a price of less than
$100.00 per day in room rent. Hotels in
India are a bargain for any guest. It is better
to be a hotel guest in India than a hotel
owner.
What is the additional support expected
from the government for giving a further
boost to the hospitality sector?
Hotels can be allowed to set up microbrewery within the hotel like our neighboring
state Karnataka. Karnataka considers hotel
as an industry and allots land in Industrial
areas. Tamil Nadu can do the same. Remove all hurdles in the path of investment
and industrial development. Remember
that capital is always scarce and is attracted
by the State that encourages investors.
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PRODUCTS

SR Luxury launches eco-friendly biodegradable
bottle amenities for hotels

Leading hotel amenity brand, SR Luxury has come up with eco-friendly,
biodegradable bottle amenities in order to reduce the property’s carbon
footprint. The features of the new bottle amenities include: PSM corn starch,
biodegradable bottles, post-consumer recycled boxes, soy-based inks, minimal packaging, vegetable soaps, low fragrance, minimal preservatives, and
100% vegan.
While being sustainable, the product fits well into the quality standards. The
manufacturers claim that the biodegradable bottle amenities is a significant
step towards 100% sustainable hotel operations

RAK Ceramics unveils Maximus mega slab collection
World’s fourth largest ceramic brand, RAK Ceramics has launched a new
range of porcelain tiles - Maximus from its Mega Slab collection. Made of
porcelain, this tile is scratch and spill resistant and is available in elegant
colours and textures. The manufacturers claim that the slabs are designed
especially for heavy traffic areas and that they are strong and durable and
can adapt to any style namely, concrete, metal, wood, granite, stone etc. It is
stated that being low on porosity, this tile is suitable for any room type including residential, kitchens and bathrooms and that in terms of application,
it can be used on countertops, shower walls and backsplashes.
Available in four sizes of 120x240 cms, 90x180 cms, 80x160 cm &
120x120cm, RAK Ceramics also brings you Maximus UNI in 8 colours. With
a thickness of 9mm, Maximus porcelain slabs can cover surfaces as wide as
8ft. Since the floor coverage is so wide, these tiles are installed with minimal
joints, giving it a little need for grout, according to the manufacturers.

Society Tea enters chutney, pickle category with
launch of Spice Secrets

Society Tea has forayed into a new category with the launch of Spice Secrets.
The new brand will focus on chutneys and pickles (to begin with) in delightful flavours that encompass a variety of palate spectrums. The current portfolio comprises of three variants of chutneys (viz Dry Garlic, Tamarind-Dates
and Onion); and four variants of pickles (viz. Mango, Sweet and Spicy Mango, Mixed and Green Chilli Lime). The variants take into account consumer
insights on flavour profile and are as per their preferences.
Spice Secrets products are available in various range starting from 20g pack
to a 200g one. They are only available at retail stores in and around Maharashtra and on the company’s website.

Ice cream supplier Valmar launches gelato machine
EASY 3TTi in Chennai

Valmar, a global leader in the ice cream and gelato making industry,
launched a new equipment, EASY 3TTi, in Chennai recently. Swedinox Impex
Pvt Ltd brought the newly-launched gelato making machine that manufactures thick and creamy gelato, with a rich natural flavour. Valmar is a
European company that supplies ice-cream and gelato-making equipment
to hotels, restaurants and cafés across the globe, wherein these machines
manufacture gelato and ice cream products and confectionery of premium
quality.
Its specialty is in manufacturing high-quality artisan batch freezer for gelato
and ice cream, and it offers many models and sizes of machines for Gelato
products, confectionery. Swedinox Impex is the authorized agent in India for
Valmar, whivh has grown steadily over the past many years.
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Baker Perkins’ new TruBake HiCirc oven offers higher convection
rates
The new TruBake HiCirc convection oven, launched by Baker Perkins, brings
higher rates of convection, higher heat flux, and a broader range of product capability than its predecessors. The new oven is a development of the
well-proven HiCirc oven with improvements in flexibility, efficiency and
hygiene and, for the first time, the ability to be integrated into a hybrid oven.
The stable and predictable baking environment is suitable for a wide variety
of products, including brownies, cookies, bars, crackers and pet treats. It has
also already been applied to other products, including baked granola and
ingredients.
The TruBake HiCirc uses direct convection. The company claims that with no
heat exchanger, there are significant savings in fuel and maintenance, plus a
faster temperature response time than indirect convection ovens. Features
include a 40:1 turndown range for flexibility, large doors for cleaning and
maintenance; blowers and burners placed above the oven to create extra
floor space; full VFD control of all blowers; and directional damper control.
The easy-to-use touch-screen controls contain all the information needed
to set up and run the oven efficiently, including a simple graphical interface,
recipe-driven settings, clear alarm management and historical trending.

Coca-Cola forays into hydration with launch of
sports drink Powerade
In line with its endeavour to provide a spectrum of beverage choices to the
consumers, Coca-Cola India has launched Powerade, a sports beverage that
delivers quick hydration and powers athletes and fitness enthusiasts. It will
be endorsed by cricketer Mahendra Singh Dhoni, and is the official sports
drink of the ICC Cricket World Cup 2019, owning the athlete training zones
and hydration breaks during matches (Powered by Powerade).
The launch of Powerade symbolises Coca-Cola India’s entry into the nascent
category of sports hydration. It has been specially formulated with ION4 (sodium, potassium, magnesium and calcium) to give that extra powerful push
required during a high-performance fitness activity or endurance sport.
The company says that the beverage contains a good balance of carbohydrates and electrolytes, that enable quick fluid absorption and retention and
provide higher energy, leading to enhanced performance and faster recovery
for athletes during an intense physical activity. Powerade is priced at Rs 50
for a 500ml PET bottle.

Patanjali launches toned milk, butter at lower prices
The new entrant in the dairy industry, Patanjali Dairy, a subsidiary of Patanjali
Ayurved Limited launched toned milk and cow butter which is made available
to customers across five major cities in the country.
According to a ANI report: Baba Ramdev, Co-founder of Patanjali Ayurved,
claimed that the toned-milk will be distributed in the states of Delhi NCR,
Rajasthan, Haryana and Maharashtra at a cheaper rate than the other leading
dairy companies.
The dairy company has also launched cow milk in tetra pack. Ramdev also
said that other dairy products like cow milk, cheese and curd, which the company had launched earlier, received a good response from the customers.
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APPOINTMENTS
TK Murthy
Director of Operations
Clarks Inn Group of Hotels

Rajesh TG
General Manager
Classic Sarovar Portico
Thiruvanathapuram
Classic Sarovar Portico, The
city Hotel by Sarovar in the
capital of Kerala, appointed Rajesh TG as their new
General Manager. Rajesh was
associated with Sarovar hotels for long years, earlier he
was heading their Kochi property called Gokulam Park
Portico and later on he was moved to Sterling holidays
Kodaikanal. He has been in the hospitality industry for
more than 25 years, in India and abroad, in properties like Taj hotels and palaces, Sterling Holidays and
resorts, best western hotels etc.

A certified hotel administrator
and a Fellow Member of the
Institute of Hospitality - UK,
Murthy brings in an overall
experience of over three decades with leading hotels in
India and the Middle East. Murthy in his new role aims
to provide operational excellence and will be responsible for steering the management team in order to bring
in increased efficiency in hotel operations as well as
oversee the growth of the company. Prior to this, he was
at Trichy-based Sangam Group of Hotels as their Group
General Manager.

Jatinder Pal Singh
Executive Chef
Sheraton Grand
Bengaluru Whitefield
Hotel and Convention
Center
Jatinder Pal Singh is a quintessential culinary personality
with a wealth of experience
of over a decade. Jatinder
Pal Singh is known for his
culinary skills, expertise in
team management, decision-making and innovation. In
his responsibility as the Executive Chef, he will supervise the daily operations of the kitchen, design menus,
develop new impressions and train the culinary team
at the hotel. Prior to joining Sheraton Grand Bengaluru
Whitefield Hotel and Convention Center, Jaitinder Pal
Singh was the Complex Executive Chef at The Westin
Chennai & Le Meridien Kochi Convention Center. In his
career, he has been associated with distinguished hotels
within the Marriott Group, Taj Residency Ernakulum and
The Leela Goa.

Nikita Das
Sr. Cluster Marketing and
Communication Head
JW Marriott Hotel Bengaluru and Sheraton Grand
Hotel Bangalore

In her new role, she will oversee marketing and communications of the two said properties in Bangalore. Nikita
started her career with Ogilvy and Mather Mumbai, then
she moved to DDB Mudra Communications as a Manager Brand Communications.
She later joined Taj Palace Hotel; New Delhi and soon
after, was promoted as Director PR & Marketing for
Taj’s flagship hotel in New Delhi. Then she moved to
The Embassy Group, Bengaluru as the Head for Luxury
Marketing, Residential in the year 2018.

Subhabrata Roy
General Manager
Double Tree Suites by Hilton Bangalore
Subhabrata will spearhead business operations, overall implementation and business
development of the hotel.
Prior to joining DoubleTree Suites by Hilton Bangalore, he served as the General Manager
of Four Points by Sheraton, Vashi in Mumbai. He has also been associated with the Keys
Hotels as the Director of Rooms / General Manager Operations. Having worked with other hospitality brands like Accor and Taj in different capacities, he is highly knowledgeable
in Pre-opening and hotel operations.
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Sanatan Sharma
Financial Controller
Radisson Blu Atria
Bengaluru.

In his current role, Sanatan is spearheading the overall
operations. He started his career in 2005 as Accounts
Assistant at The Oberoi Grand Kolkata. Later, expanding his horizons in Finance, he worked with hotels like
Hyatt Hyderabad and Park Hyatt Maldives as Assistant
Manager Finance.

Sandeep Sahdev
Director of Sales and
Marketing
Bengaluru Marriott Hotel
Whitefield
In his new role, he will be leading the management staff in
planning and strategizing sales
objectives, marketing communications, direct sales-force activities to increase profits
and achieve desired targets.
Prior to joining Bengaluru Marriott Hotel Whitefield,
Sandeep has been associated with reputed brands like
The Den Bengaluru, Duet India Hotels (Asset Management), Four Points by Sheraton Pune, Sheraton Udaipur
Palace Resort & Spa, The Oberoi Group, and Carlson
Hotels, amongst others.

George Bennet
Kuruvilla
General Manager
Radisson Blu Atria
Bengaluru

Prior to this appointment,
he was Regional General
Manager with MGM Muthu Hotels, Spain. In his earlier
stints, he worked with The Oberoi Amarvilas, Agra and
The Oberoi Grand, Kolkata, Taj Mahal Palace and Hyatt
Regency in Mumbai.

Sonam Sharma
Director of Finance
Hilton Bangalore Embassy
GolfLinks
In her new role, Sonam will
be supervising the revenue
management and distribution
strategy of the hotel along
with managing the day to day yield operations. Prior to
joining Hilton Embassy GolfLinks, she was working with
Oberoi Group as Financial Controller for The Trident,
Jaipur, India.

Roberta Figueiredo
Director of Human Resources
Bengaluru Marriott Hotel Whitefield

She is a human-resources professional with hands-on experience of over a decade in the
hospitality industry. In her new role, she will be heading the HR department of the hotel
and will be responsible for developing strategies, objectives, policies and programs for
the associates. Roberta will also forefront employee management, training, succession
& workforce planning, and performance management. Roberta’s strengths include strong communication, interpersonal mentoring and organizational development skills. She balances the needs of the employees in line with
the mission of the organization. Prior to her current role at Bengaluru Marriott Hotel Whitefield, Roberta’s last
stint was with Conrad Bengaluru. She has also worked with the Renaissance Lucknow Hotel & Fairfield by Marriott,
Lucknow, Courtyard by Marriott, Bhopal, and Goa Marriott Resort & Spa.
May-June 2019
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Vegan India Conference
Date: 6-7 July 2019
Venue: The Surya New Delhi

The Vegan India Conference is scheduled to be held on 6th-7th,
July 2019 at The Surya New Delhi. It will focus on raising awareness
about veganism and fostering the growth of the vegan lifestyle
and alternatives in the country. This conference also serves as a
platform for brands to exhibit their products and services to a concentrated gathering of institutions from the hospitality and trade
industry, policymakers, importers, impact investors and stakeholders from the food industry.

Bakery Business Trade Show, South
Edition
Date: 10-12 July 2019
Venue: Hitex Exhibition Center, Hyderabad.

Bakery Business Trade Show, South Edition is slated for 10th-12th
July, 2019 at Hitex Exhibition Center, Hyderabad. Bakery Business
2018 - thirteen edition was a roaring success, welcoming over 180
national - international exhibitors and a recorded trade visitor footfall of over 12000 from across India and industry verticals. The Bakery Business - South edition is also expected to be a grand show.

Goa Food & Hospitality Expo
Date: 22-24 July 2019
Venue: Taleigao

Goa Food & Hospitality Expo will be held on 22nd-24th July, 2019
at Taleigao. This expo is the largest trade show of the food and
hospitality industry with food items, food products, food ingredients, raw materials, food servicing, catering services, hospitality
services, hospitality essentials and requirements and all food and
hospitality equipment. The event is a platform where innovative
food items and hospitality solutions are offered.

BW Hotelier Indian Hospitality
Summit
Date: 23 July 2019
Venue: Hotel Pullman Aerocity, New Delhi

BW Hotelier Indian Hospitality Summit will be held on 23th July,
2019 at Hotel Pullman New Delhi Aerocity, New Delhi. The summit
is dedicated to one-on-one B2B meetings between hospitality industry decision-makers and vendors, all under one roof. The theme
of the conference will be The Unfinished Agenda -- An Action Plan
for the Government and the Industry. The Summit expects industry
leaders deliberating upon lingering speed-breakers and emerging
concerns and suggesting strategies to overcome these challenges
in the new market.
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India International Hospitality Expo
Date: 7-10 August 2019
Venue: India Exposition Mart, Greater Noida

The second edition of India International Hospitality Expo is slated
to be held from 7th to 10th, 2019 at India Exposition Mart, Greater Noida. Nearly 650 Exhibitors and 15,000 Decision Makers are
expected to take part in IHE 2019. The vision of the organizers is to
make the Expo the Biggest Hospitality Show in Asia and to contribute towards making hospitality industry a catalyst for economic
growth. In-House F&B, Banking, Branding & Forex Services are
major highlights of the show.

Indian Restaurant Congress &
Awards

Date: 18-19 August 2019
Venue: JW Marriott Hotel Aerocity, New Delhi
The Indian Restaurant Congress & Awards event will be held on
18th-19th August, 2019 at JW Marriott Hotel New Delhi Aerocity,
New Delhi. It brings together professionals from the restaurant
industry, chefs, entrepreneurs, to discuss and share ideas about the
markets tends and the emerging market of the industry.

12th Conventions India Conclave
Date: 29-31 August 2019
Venue: Hotel Grand Hyatt Kochi Bolgatty

India Convention Promotion Bureau (ICPB), a body sponsored by
Ministry of Tourism, Govt. of India, headed by Suman Billa, Joint
Secretary Ministry of Tourism has announced its Flagship Event
12th Conventions India Conclave from August 29-31, 2019 at Hotel Grand Hyatt Kochi Bolgatty. The conclave provides an opportunity to MICE exhibitors to showcase their products to potential
domestic and international buyers. The theme of the Conclave is
‘Mapping the sustainable MICE future of India’ and the focus area
during the Conclave will be India aiming to be the top ten meeting
destinations in the World by 2023.
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PRAHLAD SINGH PATEL
NEW UNION TOURISM MINISTER

P

rahlad Singh Patel is
the Minister of State
(Independent Charge)
of the Ministry of Tourism, in
the NDA-2 government led
by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi. Patel is an MP from Damoh in Madhya Pradesh. He
holds BSc, LLB, MA (Philosophy) degrees.
A four-time MP, Patel, 59, was
a member of several committees in the previous Narendra
Modi government like Committee on Public Undertakings, Committee on Government Assurances Member,
Standing Committee on
Rural Development Member.
He was also a member of
Executive Council of VV Giri
National Labour Institute and
member of the Consultative
Committee in the Ministry of
Labour and Employment. Patel is said to have wide-rang-

ing interests in social and
cultural activities including
preservation of Indian culture, development of rural
areas, farmers’ welfare and
promotion of sports.
Soon after taking charge
as Union tourism minister,
Patel said his ministry will
work to fulfil Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s vision of a
‘New India’ by investing in
strengthening the country’s
cultural roots and promoting the tourism sector. He
said safety of tourists is
the responsibility of the
Ministry as well that of
citizens. Patel also said that
the tourism sector provides
immense employment
opportunities and that work
done in the past five years
will be taken forward at a
much greater pace and in a
time-bound manner.

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ( EC) OF SOUTH INDIA
HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS ASSOCIATION ( SIHRA)
HELD AT BANGALORE

The Executive Committee ( EC) of South India Hotels and Restaurants Association ( SIHRA) held its first
meeting of this financial year . The meeting was held at Radisson Blu Atria in Bangalore in May. The EC
members discussed various matters that impacted SIHRA members and took steps to work out solutions
that would help members.
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INTERNATIONAL HOSPITALITY COUNCIL’S LIFE TIME
ACHIEVEMENT AWARD TO ASHOK HEMRAJANI
on Mr.Ashok Hemrajani in recognition of his contribution to the Hospitality Industry. Dr.Suborno Bose,
Chief Mentor of Indismart Group
(Indismart Hotels and IIHM’s) and
Chairman, CEO and Convener of IHC
in India handed over an award and
a certificate from IHC to Mr.Ashok
Hemaranjini .

International Hospitality Council
(IHC) has been celebrating International hospitality day in India every
year on 26th April since 2016. In the
4th City-wise Edition held on 26th
April 2019 in Hyderabad, IHC conferred Life Time Achievement Award

Mr.Ashok Hemrajani is an alumnus of
IHM Pusa, New Delhi with over three
decades of experience from the line
functions to General Management
cadre to Corporate leadership. He
has worked with Hotel Brands/
Chains of national and international
repute like Clarks Group of hotels,
Sofitel New Delhi, Comfort Inn Bengaluru, Hotel Golkonda, Hyderabad
and Ras Group of hotels and he is
presently Group Vice President at

Minerva Group of Boutique Business
Hotels and Restaurants which has
three popular brands in Telengana
& Andhra Pradesh in South India
namely Minerva Grand Hotels, Blue
Fox and Minerva Coffee Shop.
Mr.Ashok Hemrajani has significantly contributed to the Hospitality
and Tourism Industry by his active
participation and representation on
the Executive committees of Hotels
and Restaurants Association of AP
(HRAAP), Association of Catering
Professions(ACP) and Skal International Hyderabad. He has been
member of HRACC southern and
western regions. He is presently Vice
President of Hotels & Restaurants
Association of Telengana (HRATS)
and a member of CII’s tourism panel
for Telangana State.

MINOR HOTELS TO SET UP ASIAN INSTITUTE
OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
and can be completed in seven
semesters, or 3.5 years, combining classroom studies and
practical training. Students who
qualify will be offered opportunities to transfer to Les Roches
campuses in Bluche, Switzerland
and Marbella, Spain.

Minor Hotels recently announced
that it will be setting up the Asian
Institute of Hospitality Management
in association with Les Roches Global Hospitality Education, operated
by Sommet Education. The institute is scheduled to be launched in
September 2020, with campuses in

Bangkok and Chonburi in Thailand
and will offer certificates, diplomas
and bachelor degrees in hospitality
management.
The Asian Institute of Hospitality
Bachelor degree will be modelled
after the Swiss education system

Bridging the gap between an
ever-increasing demand for
experienced hospitality leaders
and limited domestic supply, the institute will also be
offering development training
for hotel industry professionals.
The strategic decision to open
campuses in both Bangkok and
Chonburi, a coastal area lined
with popular beaches, means
the institute is well placed to
support the needs of Thailand’s
fast-growing tourism industry,
particularly that of the Eastern
Economic Corridor.
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Hotel Leelaventure gets shareholders’ nod to
sell hotels to abide by Sebi directive
Hotel Leelaventure’s shareholders have
approved the resolutions to sell its four
hotels, hotel operations, and its shares
in the company’s arm Leela Palaces and
Resorts Ltd by postal ballot. The company,
however, said it will abide by the directions of Sebi that none of the transactions
proposed in the its postal ballot notice will
be acted upon till further directions from
the markets regulator. The hotels the sale
of which shareholders have approved are
in Delhi, Bengaluru, Chennai and Udaipur,
Hotel Leelaventure said in a filing to the
BSE. The shareholders also gave their nod
to the sale of the company’s hotel operations undertaking and to the sale of the
company’s shareholding in Leela Palaces
and Resorts Ltd, its wholly-owned sub-

sidiary. However, the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi)
informed Hotel Leelaventure that it has received representations
from ITC, which has also moved the National Company Law Tribunal
against a few alleged violations by the hotel, and it restrained the
company from going ahead with the deal till further directives.

Grand Hyatt Kochi Bolgatty
to add 3 more properties in
Kerala

Grand Hyatt Kochi Bolgatty (GHB), which has completed one
year of operations, is adding three more properties in the
hospitality sector in Kerala at an investment of around Rs 1,000
crore. The new properties under the brand Hyatt Regency,
would come up in suburban Malayattur on the banks of the
River Periyar, Thrissur and Thiruvananthapuram within one year.
Key segments such as MICE, leisure and corporate travel to
Kochi are on the rise, thanks to the proactive steps taken by
Kerala Tourism in promoting the state. Despite adverse conditions such as the floods and Nipah Virus issues last year, GHB
managed to record 40 per cent room occupancy, which is a
healthy sign as per international standards.
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Hotels, realtors
move Delhi HC
over Input Tax
Credit issue
Many hotels, malls and real estate companies that were denied input tax credit
under Goods and Services Tax (GST)
mechanism in certain situations have
dragged the government to court over
the issue. A writ petition has been filed
in the Delhi High Court challenging a
change in the GST framework this year,
whereby input tax credits were denied to
real estate companies, hotels and malls in
cases where construction is undertaken
by the company itself. The amendment
to Section 17(5) of the Central Goods and
Services Tax (CGST) Act deals with blocked
credit. According to Khaitan & Co, who
filed the writ petition on behalf of real estate companies, Section 17(5) of the CGST
Act and the respective state Acts have
led to a paradoxical situation by denying
credits as the objective of the GST is free
flow of credits when the output is in the
course or furtherance of business. Input
tax credit refers to a mechanism under the
GST framework wherein the tax a company pays when it purchases raw materials
or other services can be passed on to the
buyer when the goods or services are sold.

NEWS

Sheraton Hotels & Resorts celebrates brand transformation
with ‘Heart for the City’ In Bengaluru
ments such as a talk and stand-up comedy
sketch by Bangalorean comedian Sanjay
Manaktala, and a dance performance
and workshop by Terence Lewis, dancer
and choreographer of The Terence Lewis
Contemporary Dance Company. Party
guests were also able to catch a glimpse
of the future of the Sheraton lobby space
designs at the interactive Transformation
room installation. The local public and
hotel guests were also welcomed to visit
the vignettes over the weekend.

Sheraton Hotels and Resorts, part of Marriott International, celebrated its sixth edition of its worldwide ‘Heart for the City’ tour
at the Sheraton Grand Bengaluru Whitefield Hotel & Convention
Center on May 10 with 200 VIP guests including Marriott Bonvoy
travel program members in attendance. The event followed global
celebrations in Saint-Hyacinthe, Seattle, Sydney, São Paolo and
Cairo, with an upcoming celebration later this year in China.
The celebration in Bengaluru included numerous highlight mo-

This series of celebrations comes at a time
when the historic hotel brand undergoes a
global transformation. Established in 1937,
Sheraton Hotels recently unveiled its new
logo with a fresh look that pays homage
to the brand’s past and depicts its vision
for the future, by modernising the existing
laurel design into a crest symbolising the
coming together of global communities.
The ongoing transformation will also mark
how the brand is modernising its design
ethos, community connection and service
culture.

Tribute Portfolio Hotel arrives in Kerala,
India, with the opening of Port Muziris
Marriott International, Inc. opened
the Port Muziris, a Tribute Portfolio
Hotel, the first ever Tribute Portfolio hotel in South Asia. The hotel
marks the fifth Marriott International
property in Kochi located at just 300
meters away from the Cochin International Airport. Tribute Portfolio
unites a family of over 30 independent hotels across the globe.
The name of the hotel – Port Muziris is rooted in the history of the
region. Much before everything, the
Greeks, Romans, Jews, Arabs, and
the Chinese knew Kochi’s neighbour,
the port of Muziris, as a trading
hub dealing in spices such as black
pepper and cardamom. History’s
true significance lies in the fact that
Muziris — India’s most important
trading port from 300 BC — assumes
a larger-than-life significance and

summons an unrivalled romanticism.
According to the hotel, it presents
guests with the opportunity to spark
connections and experience the
taste of surrounding communities
in the state of Kerala. Port Muziris,

A Tribute Portfolio Hotel features 54
artistically designed rooms, including three Executive Suites. The hotel
design evokes grandeur and is reminiscent of the heritage residences
found in Kerala.
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Meeting Of DGP-Operations and TNCF With Heads of
Security from Hotels
The terrorist attack on the hotels
in Sri Lanka in April this year
highlighted the need for stringent processes to be set in place
to ensure security for hotels and
safety of guests
In Chennai, the Director General
of Police –Operations, Mr.Ashish
Bhengra and the Tamil Nadu
Commando Force (TNCF) , which
is the strike force for counter
terrorism in the State, took a
commendable pro-active step
by calling for a meeting of the
Heads of Security of various hotels in the city, for a discussion
and briefing.

This meeting was co-ordinated
through SIHRA and representatives
of the selected hotels attended
it. TNCF made a presentation and
shared a checklist of actions to be

taken in the event of a terrorist
attack with the members present.
This initiative was whole heartedly appreciated by those who
attended the meeting.

M.P. Purushothaman Honored with Lifetime Achievement
Award By IHC in association with IIHM
M.P. Purushothaman, Founder
Chairman,Empee Group was
awarded the prestigious Lifetime
Achievement Award.
International Hospitality
Council (IHC) in association
with International Institute of
Hotel Management presented
the award for his invaluable
contribution in the field of
Hospitality and Tourism Industry
for over five decades. The awards
are announced annually on the
occasion of World Hospitality Day
which is on April 24th.
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The Empee Group, a well
established South Indian
corporate with revenues of over
INR 20 Billion was founded by
M.P. Purushothaman in the early
1970s. M.P. Purushothaman,
Chairman of the Group, started
with a chain of restaurant in
Chennai, Tamil Nadu, before
diversifying into hotels,
manufacture of premium spirits
and sugar production, today
the group’s core businesses
include Hospitality, Premium
Spirits, Sugar and Chemicals,
Power Generation and Property
Development.

NEWS
NEWS

Chennai to be fourth city to cross 10,000 hotel room
occupancy mark
The uniform tax regime appears to
have benefited the hotel industry
at least, if the market indications
are to be believed. The city of
Chennai has benefited from
this and is on the threshold of
becoming the fourth city in the
country to cross the 10,000-room
mark in 2018. At the national level
during 2018, occupancy was the
highest for the last 10 years and
average daily rate was the highest
since 2012, the India Hotel Market
Review reported. The RevPAR
(revenue per available room) for
Mumbai, Hyderabad, Pune and
Jaipur was the highest in the
last 10 years; for Ahmedabad,
Bengaluru and Delhi the highest

since 2010, 2011 and 2012
respectively, it said. On an average,
90,000 rooms were sold per day by
hotels in India. Among the cities,
Bengaluru had the largest inventory
crossing 14,000 rooms.
The report released jointly by
STR and Horwath said Delhi and
Pune had joined Mumbai, the
only city in India to cross the 70
per cent hotel occupancy. Delhi
has “grabbed the opportunity
presented by GST replacing a luxury
tax with both hands,” the report
said. It had performed well in all
the performance parameters like
occupancy, ADRs and RevPAR, the
report said.

Indian Food Service Industry expected to grow at a CAGR of 9%
by 2022-2023
According to the India Food
Services Report 2019, recently
published by the National
Restaurant Association of India
(NRAI), Food Service Industry
in the country is valued at INR
4,23,865 crore in 2018-2019, and
is expected to reach INR 5,99,782
crore by 2022-2023, growing at a
Compound Annual Growth Rate
(CAGR) of 9%.
According to Samir Kukreja,
Trustee and Past President of
NRAI, Founder and CEO Tasanaya
Hospitality Private Limited, the

reasons behind this expansion
are the young population of the
country, double income household,
less full-time domestic help, and
urbanisation. Millennials and
children are the drivers behind the
high growth of the food industry in
the country, which is growing even
faster than the 7.1% GDP growth rate
of the country. The NRAI India Food
Services Report 2019 was launched
recently by Praveen Pardeshi,
Chief of Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation. The launch event was
held at Tote on the Turf, Mahalaxmi,
Mumbai.
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UDAN Adds 8 New Routes

Giving a further fillip to Regional
Connectivity in the country, 8
more routes became functional
under UDAN. These routes include
Mysore-Hyderabad, HyderabadMysore, Goa- Mysore, Mysore-Goa,
Cochin-Mysore, Mysore-Cochin,
Kolkata-Shillong and ShillongKolkata. With this, the total UDAN
routes operational increased to 194
routes.

UDAN (Ude Desh ka Aam
Naagrik) which was conceived
in 2017 as Government of
India’s flagship regional
connectivity scheme has by
now become an important
means for making low cost
flying available to people
in smaller Indian cities. The
objectives of UDAN scheme
are to let the common
citizen of the country fly, to
make air travel affordable
and widespread, to boost
inclusive national economic
development, employment
growth and air transport
infrastructure development of
all regions and states of India.

General Manager of the Year Award

Vineet Chopra, General Manager, Country Inn & Suites by Radisson,
Mysore has won the prestigious ‘General Manager of the Year Award ‘at
the 7th ‘Hotel Operations Summit of India’ HOSI 2019 held in Gurgaon. He
was recognized for his outstanding performance in the Upper Mid Market
& Mid Market Hotels Segment.

Marriott opens Four
Points by
Sheraton Kochi Infopark

Marriott International opened Four
Points by Sheraton Kochi Infopark,
expanding the brand into Kerala,
India. The addition of this property
strengthens the Four Points brand
presence in India to 12 hotels across
key gateway cities and upcoming
destinations across the country. Nestled in one of Kochi’s largest IT hubs,
and located within close proximity to
several corporate parks, Four Points
by Sheraton Kochi Infopark is a good
destination for any business traveler,
while being accessible to nearby attractions as well for those spending
a leisure holiday in Kochi. It has 218
spacious guestrooms including 23
suites. Four Points by Sheraton Kochi
Infopark also features 5,000 sqft of
dedicated meeting space ideal for
conferences, weddings and social
gatherings. In addition to the smart
and flexible design, the hotel also
features a 24-hour gym, a spa and
an infinity pool.

Mothers Recipe plans to double growth
Food brand Mother’s Recipe plans to
double its business with a focus on
expanding its food services division
nationally and achieve double the
growth in the current fiscal. Presently,
the company has operations across
prominent markets including Mumbai,
Ahmedabad, Delhi-NCR, Kolkata,
Guwahati, Bubaneshwar, Hyderabad,
Chennai and Bengaluru, with
distribution networks and sales teams.

According to a press statement by
the company, though currently the
food services division contributes
only 5-6 per cent to their overall India
business, they we witnessed a rapid
50 per cent growth in FY 18-19. They
plan to double their business in FY1920, and to contribute to over 20 per
cent of their overall Indian business in
the next five years.

The Last Leaf
Rise of New fangled Approaches in Hospitality Sector

H

ospitality industry managed to construct a substantial market
space for itself in the last few decades. Its unfaltering progress
totally relies on tourists and globetrotters. To tackle overflowing demands, hospitality firms constantly look for advanced
and methodical ways to satisfy the guests’ expectations. After having
much advancement, efforts and abundance of creative craftsmanship,
hospitality industry has managed to keep its pace in control. Having
exposed to many options in the market, picking the right and suitable
option that will excite the guests and sharpen the quality of service is a
great challenge for people related to hospitality industry. Many excellent hospitality companies manage to find a way to choose the best
option and introduce a path for other companies to follow too.
Having robots, chatbots and artificial intelligence has emerged as
one of the happening trends in hospitality industry. The most famous
example for this is The Hilton and IBM pilot robot “Connie”, which uses
speech recognition and AI to respond to queries from customers and
equip itself with more knowledge by learning by interacting. ”Hennna” hotels in Japan have drawn attraction for being the world’s first
robo-staffed hotel. Chatbots and AI comfort the guests by delivering
swift responses that can be impossible for staff to handle. Chatbots and
robots are fed with simple questions and necessary information that
helps the AI robots and chatbots to respond quickly.
Virtual reality is another talked-about technological trend that is currently prevailing all over the world. Using virtual reality, a customer can
be given sufficient experiential information from the booking stage to
the last day of his stay. Hotel websites are using 360 degrees imaging
technology to allow virtual reality users to experience rooms in their
hotel even before their stay. Virtual reality is also used by hospitality
industries to make the customer experience local tourist attractions,
whereas VR headsets are used for entertainment purpose.

email: sijicn@gmail.com
facebook.com/sijicn
twitter.com/sijicn
linkedin.com/in/siji-nair
M +91 9947733339/9995139933
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Augmented Reality is another digitalized trend that is appreciated by
hospitality industries. Augmented reality, even though it is similar to VR
technology, benefits users who can have more access to a smartphone
and the internet. AR is all about bringing out ways to enhance the
real-world environment through information overlays, unlike VR which
positions the users in digital environment. AR offers limitless potential
and a completely different experience, making the stay an unforgettable
one for the guests. Hotels preferring AR, renovate the hotel room walls,
making it AR-compatible.
Hospitality sectors’ never ending demand to have its fame secured is
met with ease to a significant with the help of technology.
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